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Urgent RHS 
call to bridge 
skills gap in 
horticultural 
science
Horticultural science was central to the 
‘Horticulture Matters’ report presented 
to MPs in May by DG Sue Biggs.

The report highlights the long-term effects 
the current skills shortage could have on uK 
food production, wildlife, public health and 
the environment, especially in the context of 
climate change. it calls for urgent government 
and industry action to address this problem 
by transforming the perception of horticulture 
in schools, increasing funding for courses 
and research in botany, plant pathology and 
horticultural science, and investing in careers 
in the horticulture sector. For its part, the 
RHS will continue to encourage careers in 
horticultural science through its postgraduate 
partnerships with other institutions.

initial reactions were positive. “We have got to 
invest in this sector,” said Defra Minister David 
Heath. “We’ve got to understand some of the 
messages in the report and react to that.”    

How RHS Science contributes (above, clockwise 

from left). undertaking research into new plant 

diseases; sharing plant data and images online; 

monitoring native and alien insect species. Inset. 

Assessing the value of garden plants to wildlife. 
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Above. Dr Alistair Griffiths, 
who replaces Dr Roger 
Williams as RHS Head of 
Science. Alistair is a trustee 
of PlantNetwork and the 
community interest group 
People & Gardens, which 
helps people with learning 
disabilities develop work 
and social skills. Photo. Carol 
Sheppard.

Out of eden: new RHS 
Head of Science

The RHS has appointed Dr Alistair 
Griffiths as the new Head of Science, 
replacing Dr Roger Williams, who left in 
May 2012. 

Alistair’s previous role was as Horticultural 
Science Curator at the eden Project, which 
he joined in 1999. Previously, he studied 
horticulture at Myerscough College. His 
PhD (university of Reading) looked at ex 
situ conservation of critically endangered 
Seychelles endemic Impatiens gordonii, 
and he is co-author of Plants of Eden, which 
describes plants in the three biomes at eden.

Alistair will be based in the lab at Wisley. 
Dr john David, who has served as Acting 
Head of Science for the past year, will now 
resume the role of Chief Scientist. n
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project at Wisley. Written by Helen Bostock 
of Advisory and Andy Salisbury of Plant 
Health, and designed by Richard Sanford of 
Horticultural informatics, the leaflet explains 
the background to the four-year study, which 
compares the attractiveness to wildlife of 
native and non-native garden plants.

New roles for scieNce staff at liNNeaN 
society. Chief Scientist John David has 
been elected Collections Secretary of 
the Linnean Society of London, while 
Chief of Horticultural Informatics Janet 
Cubey becomes a Vice-President. These 
appointments should help to give 
horticultural science a voice in the wider 
context of life sciences as a whole. 

rare Native plaNt rediscovered at wisley. 
Several plants of mousetail (Myosurus 
minimus, left), an unusual plant previously 

believed extinct in Surrey, and last 
recorded at Wisley in 1912, has 

been rediscovered in the Wild 
Garden by Curatorial’s Billy 
McCutcheon. Said Barry 
Phillips, co-author of Wild 

Flowers of Wisley, “Mousetail is 
a member of the buttercup family, 

with a distinctive tail-like inflorescence up to 
4cm long. This is a particularly encouraging 
find, and could mean that other plants 
thought lost still survive at Wisley.” 

News in brief

chaNges iN scieNce. Following the 2012 RHS 
Science Review by Prof. john Parker, Director 
of the Cambridge university Botanic 
Garden, Chris Whitehouse (below, right) has 
been appointed Keeper of the Herbarium, 
while James Armitage (below, left) becomes 
Principal Scientist – Horticultural Taxonomy. 
These changes will help RHS Science to 

implement the recommendations in Prof. 
Parker’s review that the RHS should increase 
its investment in horticultural taxonomy 
and Wisley Herbarium.

oNliNe survey of pesticide aNd weedkiller 
use. During May and June, in conjunction 
with the Chemicals Regulation 
Directorate, the RHS hosted an online 
user habits survey of gardeners who use 
garden chemicals to control pests, weeds 
and diseases such as slugs, lily beetles, 
bindweed and rose black spot. The results 
will be released later this year.

New plaNts for Bugs leaflet. RHS Science has 
produced a new leaflet on the Plants for Bugs 

july 2013 n science news
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Above. The 
new Plants for 

Bugs leaflet, 
which explains 

the aims and 
method of the 
project. Below. 

Myosurus 
minimus, a rare 

plant recently 
rediscovered at 

Wisley.

We know that some plants 
support more wildlife than 
others, but does it matter 

where the plants originate 
from? Views differ on whether 

only natives such as ox-eye 
daisies and primroses should 
be planted or whether exotic 

species such as fuchsia and 
verbena have a place in 

a wildlife garden too. The 
Plants for Bugs project, 

a four-year field study at 
RHS Wisley, will attempt 
to answer this question.

The project consists of 36 plots 
(each 3x3m) on two sites, one 
within RHS Garden Wisley , 

and the other at the adjacent 
Deers Farm trials site. Each 

plot contains a mixture of 14 
species native to one of three 

zones: Britain, the Northern 
Hemisphere excluding 

Britain, and the Southern 
Hemisphere . Each mixture 

includes bulbs, perennials, 
shrubs, a climber and grasses 

or ferns, and is designed to 
replicate a garden border .

RHS PLANTS FOR BUGS

Invertebrates from native 
and non-native plots are 
recorded from the ground 
(using pitfall and gastropod 
traps), the foliage (using a 
Vortis suction sampler ) 
and the air (by visual 
observations). Soil fauna is 
also being investigated in a 
PhD in association with the 
University of Roehampton.

Other data recorded 
include plant density 
and canopy cover 
(vegetation volume), 
soil moisture, numbers 
of flowers, and nectar 
volume and composition.

An average garden 
contains around 70% non-
native and 30% British 
native plants. Data from 
the Plants for Bugs study 
should reveal if there are 
any measurable differences 
in invertebrate numbers 
and species between 
these plant groups. This 
will inform the advice we 
give to gardeners about 
planting for wildlife.

◄ Plant selection
A minimum of 14 plant species native to one of three 
zones has been selected for each treatment. The plant 
assemblages are designed to appear as similar as 
possible in terms of plant height, density and position 
in the plots. Wherever possible, plants are replaced 
like-for-like if gaps or winter losses occur. These pictures 
show one set of three corresponding plants: Stachys 
officinalis (left; Britain), Stachys byzantina (top; Northern 
Hemisphere), and Lobelia tupa (Southern Hemisphere).

Plot design ►
The layout follows a randomised split-plot design with 18 
beds at each site and a total of nine planting variations 
(native A, B and C; near-native A, B and C; and exotic 
A, B and C). Timber-edged 3x3m plots are separated 
by 1m-wide woodchip guard-rows. The plots are kept 
as garden-like as possible; hand weed control is carried 
out to prevent flowering and competition with the plant 
assemblages, and plants are watered, cut back or staked 
where required. No pesticides are used on the plots.

1

4

2

3

RHS SCIENCE PLANTS FOR BUGS

Recording Plants for BugsOur entomologists have recorded tens of thousands 
of invertebrates from the plots, including 16 species of 

butterfly, 8 species of bumblebee, more than 50 species 

of spider, and 47 species of ground beetle. A species of 

millipede new to Britain (Anamastigona pulchellum) has 

also been recorded on the Plants for Bugs site.

Volucella zonaria (hornet mimic hoverfly)One of Britain’s largest hoverflies, shown 
here on Knautia arvensis, is a regular visitor 
to the plots. The adults visit flowers, feeding 
on nectar. The larvae feed on detritus in the 
nests of social wasps.

Bombus terrestris (buff-tailed bumblebee)One of the six bumblebees commonly found 
in gardens. This species is the most commonly 
observed bumblebee on the plots. It is 
seen here collecting pollen and nectar from 
Scabiosa columbaria.

Oedemera nobilis (thick-legged flower beetle)This beetle is often seen feeding on pollen 
in southern England. The male (shown here 
on Leucanthemum vulgare, ox-eye daisy) has 
enlarged hind legs, while the female’s hind legs 
are thin. The larvae develop in plant stems.

Vanessa atalanta (red admiral butterfly)One of 16 species of butterfly recorded 
visiting flowers on the plots. The caterpillars 
feed on common nettle. One of the few 
species of butterfly that is becoming more 
common.

Leptophyes punctatissima (speckled bush 
cricket)
This bush cricket (shown here in its pre-adult 
‘nymph’ stage, on Armeria juniperifolia) is often 
observed on the plots and in gardens. This species 
is vegetarian; other species are omnivorous and 
some are almost entirely predatory.
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PLANTS FOR BUGS WISLEY
Twenty-first century studies such as Sheffield University’s BUGS 

(Biodiversity in Urban Gardens Sheffield) have conclusively shown 

that gardens are a rich habitat for wildlife. Plants are a key factor 

in this, but it is unclear how the roles of native and non-native 

plants for wildlife compare. Current planting guidance for wildlife 

gardeners can be confusing and is largely based on assumptions 

or anecdotal evidence. Undertaken by the RHS Science Dept 

with support from the Wildlife Gardening Forum, Plants for 

Bugs is a unique study that will test whether the geographical 

origin of garden plants affects the abundance and diversity of 

invertebrates they support. The Wisley Plants for Bugs site is open 

to visitors. It is situated at the end of Howards Field (see below). 

All photographs © RHS / photographer. Cover (clockwise from top left). 

Female Misumina vatia (flower crab spider) on Valeriana officinalis 

with hoverfly (Helen Bostock); Thymelicus sylvestris (small skipper) on 

Scabiosa caucasica (Carol Sheppard); nectar-sampling (Georgi Mabee). 

Inside (left). Acronicta rumicis (knotgrass moth; Carol Sheppard). Middle 

(clockwise from top). Palomena prasina (green shield bug) on Stachys 

officinalis; Pyronia tithonus (gatekeeper) on Stachys byzantina; Apis 

mellifera (honeybee) on Lobelia tupa (all Helen Bostock); Plants for Bugs 

site, Wisley (Carol Sheppard); Vortis suction sampling (Georgi Mabee); 

Plants for Bugs plots (Helen Bostock). Right. Male Oedemera nobilis 

(thick-legged flower beetle) on Geranium sanguineum (Carol Sheppard).
►For more information, contact science@rhs.org.ukRegd charity 222879 / SC038262 

RHS SCIENCE

Path

A3

River Wey 

Plants for Bugs 
site

Main entrance

Plants for Bugs at Wisley

rhs.org.uk/plants4bugs
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New PhD studentships 
in RHS Science

Three new Plant Soil Interactions (PSI) 
PhD projects are due to start this autumn. 

The first of these, using the Organic Matter 
plots at Deers Farm, as mentioned in the 
last newsletter (April 2012), will examine the 
effects of different organic materials on 
soil carbon balance and soil microbiology.

The second is a collaboration with Royal 
Holloway, university of london, and will 
look at adding value and increasing the 
sustainability of plant production. it is 
claimed that materials such as mycorrhizae 
and biochar can not only help manage 
media properties (for example, pH and 
nutrient availability), but also “add value” 
to these mixes by improving plant quality, 
reducing overall water requirement and 
reducing the need for fertilisers. This 
studentship will examine whether the use 
of biochar and mycorrhizae are of any value 
in pot-based growing systems using peat-
reduced and peat-free growing media.

The third PhD, in conjunction with Sheffield 
university, will examine resilience in 
garden and landscape plants within 
a changing climate. Climate change 
models for the uK predict more extreme 
weather events, with the consequence 
that plants will be exposed to more rapid 
oscillations in wetting /drying cycles and 
greater fluctuations in temperature. The 
aim of this studentship is to define what 
resilience means in terms of plant survival 
and physiological adaptation to multiple or 
repeating cycles of stress.

New Science staff 

Anna Platoni joined the RHS Science Dept in 
june as a Diagnostic entomologist. Anna will 
be answering members’ queries about pests 
in their gardens and assisting the Plant Health 
team with the Plants for Bugs experiment. 
She recently graduated from imperial College 
with an MSc in entomology, investigating the 
endangered heath fritillary butterfly in Kent 
for her research project. Anna has also worked 
at the Natural History Museum as a volunteer 
in their Butterfly House exhibit and helped 
curate their entomology collections.

Melanie Underwood joins Horticultural 
informatics as international Registrar 
for daffodil registration, in addition to 
providing office support for home-working 
registrars. Melanie takes over from Sharon 
McDonald, who moves to France in August 
but will continue working for the RHS as 
international Registrar with responsibility 
for dahlias and conifers. Melanie previously 
worked in the Trials Department as 
Botanical Recorder for six years and has a 
degree in Botany from Reading.

in july wisley said goodbye to Sarah 
Al Beidh (left), after three years with 
the Science Dept as KTP (Knowledge 
Transfer Partnership) Associate. This 
government-funded initiative was 
designed to enable the transfer of 
academic and scientific research 
principles and practices from the 
University of Reading, using the Plants 
for Bugs project as a case study. 
During her time at Wisley, Sarah also 
worked on the RHS Science brochure 
and wrote a best practice guide for 
funding, publishing and supervising 
scientific research.

science news n issue 17

Top. Anna Platoni, Diagnostic 
Entomologist. Bottom. 
Melanie Underwood, 
International Registrar.

Sarah Al Beidh collecting 
nectar samples, as part of the 
Plants for Bugs project.
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For more information:
► www.grassfreelawns.co.uk
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Going grass-free: the 
lawn of least resistance 

since cHelsea week, wHen He won a Silver Flora 
award for his New Millawnium exhibit, 
RHS-sponsored PhD student Lionel Smith’s 
research has attracted an impressive 
amount of media attention, with coverage 
on Radio 4’s Today programme and 
numerous items online and in the press.

lionel began his research at the School of 
Biological Sciences, Reading, in April 2010, 
winning the Marsh Award for Horticultural 
Research in 2011. His findings have already 
been put to practical use: in june, again 
with extensive media coverage, Avondale 
Park in Notting Hill opened what is thought 
to be the world’s first grass-free public lawn. 

lionel first hit upon the idea of a grass-free 
lawn during the drought of 1976. “We came 
back from holiday and the borders and grass 
were dead. But all the wild flowers were in 
flower.” He believes grass-free lawns are 
well-placed to meet current concerns. “By 
removing grass, gardeners will only need to 
use the mower for less than 10 days a year, 
saving energy and releasing less carbon 
dioxide. They don’t need fertilisers, and offer 
nectar sources to pollinators.” He is also 
enthusiastic about their aesthetic potential. 
“lawn gardening is a truly new and exciting 
development for horticulture. Once you 
are bold enough to question tradition and 
unthink everything you thought you knew 
about how to grow plants, the lawn becomes 
a new canvas: one that awaits the gardener’s 
palette and is ready for painting.” n

Advantages of grass-free lawns
•	 No fertiliser required 
•	 Need for mowing reduced by two-thirds
•	 More nectar sources for pollinators
•	 Greater variety of invertebrate life
•	 less watering required
•	 Fragrance and colour

Advantages of traditional lawns
•	 Better tolerance of heavy footfall
•	 Speedier recovery from cutting or being eaten
•	 Can be grown from seed, with many mixes 

commercially available

NB. Wild flower seed mixes are not suitable for grass-
free lawns, and will not respond well to mowing.

Right. Lionel’s 
Chelsea exhibit. 
Left. Some of the 
hundred or so plants 
Lionel has used 
in his grass-free 
swards. From top. 
Pilosella aurantiaca; 
Trifolium repens 
‘Dragon’s Blood’; 
Bellis perennis 
cultivars; Polygala 
vulgaris; Lotus 
corniculatus.
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www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-22846419
www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-22846419
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research update n issue 17

Armillaria pilot 
study: results

by Liz Beal

Plant health 

tHe first pilot experiment to be undertaken 
in the new Science Field Research 
Facility (FRF) has now been completed. 

The study examined the susceptibility of 
different hosts to Armillaria (honey fungus). 
The aim was to find a susceptible plant 
which can be used as a model plant for 
future experiments. Honey fungus is a slow-
growing fungus in culture and it is difficult to 
infect plants artifically. The hosts examined 
were birch, cherry, privet, rose, rowan and 
strawberry. Hazel sticks pre-inoculated with 
honey fungus were inserted into the soil 
adjacent to the root collar of the plants. 

The pilot experiment was destructively 
sampled after 8 months. Several different 
methods were used to assess plants for honey 
fungus infection, including growth rate (height), 
percentage dieback and browning, percentage 
infection of root collar and main roots, and 
mortality (see table). Strawberry was rated 
more susceptible than privet, despite lower 
levels of root collar and root infection, as its 
mortality rate was higher. Death of strawberry 
plants was rapid when compared to the other 
host plants, probably since it is herbaceous, 
rather than woody, and therefore more 
sensitive to Armillaria infection. in addition, 
strawberry is easy to grow and manage, and 
relatively small; this makes it an ideal model 
plant for use in future Armillaria experiments. n

Finding a 
suitable host

1 Honey fungus is 

the common name 

for several species 

of Armillaria that 

attack the roots 

of woody and 

perennial plants. 

2The aim was to 

find a suitable 

host plant for future 

research into the fungus. 

3 Infected hazel sticks 

were placed in the 

soil near the root collar 

of specimens of birch, 

cherry, privet, rose, 

rowan and strawberry. 

4 Plants were 

monitored in the 

controlled-environment 

Field Research Facility. 

5 After 8 months, all 

plant material was 

destroyed and assessed 

for height, degree of 

infection (inset), and 

mortality. 

Results. Strawberry was 

most susceptible to the 

fungus and was easy 

to grow and manage, 

which makes it an ideal 

host plant for future 

experiments.

1 2

3

4

5

Host Mortality
Root 
collar

Main 
roots

Strawberry 7 59 8

Privet 5 79 32

Rose 1 58 12

Cherry 1 31 19

Birch 0 29 2

Rowan 0 11 3

Col 2 gives total deaths per 9-specimen group. Cols 
3 & 4 give the averaged % infection after 8 months’ 
exposure to honey fungus inoculation. 
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For more information:
► johndavid@rhs.org.uk

Critically for the 
RHS, the meeting 
confirmed that 
“officially recognised 
descriptions” (ORDs) 
would be required for 
all plant reproductive 
material. Defra 
officials were visibly 
shocked when it was 
pointed out how many 
varieties would need 
these descriptions. 
However, some of the 
infrastructure needed 
to make the regulation 
work already exists 
through the work 
of international 
cultivar registrars 
(ICRAs) and the 
RHS in documenting 
cultivated plants. While 
there is not an ICRA for 
every group of plants, 
there is potential to 
expand and develop 
the ICRA system to 
address this need.

Chief Scientist John 
David (above), who 
represented the RHS 
at the stakeholder 
meeting.

New EU plant legislation
•	 What is the legislation for?
The legislation is intended to protect 

crop health, to ensure that varieties can 

be properly identified, and to make the 

rules more compatible with EU policies on 

biodiversity and sustainable agriculture. 

•	 What does it cover?
It will cover ornamentals and forestry plants 

as well as food crops. 

•	 How will it work?
Crop quality and health will be monitored 

through certification and inspections, while 

registration and official descriptions will 

be required for all plant varieties sold 

commercially.

•	 When will it take effect?
The proposed law could come 

into effect by 2018.

july 2013 n public responsibility

Key role for RHS in 
new EU plant sales 
legislation
In July, Chief Scientist joHn David 
represented the RHS at the EU Plant 
Reproductive Material stakeholder 
meeting in Cambridge.

The meeting was convened by Defra to 
discuss proposed eu legislation on how seeds, 
young plants, tubers and other plant material 
are traded within the eu. it was attended by 
a wide range of stakeholders in the gardening 
sector, including representatives from the 
NFu, the HTA, RBG Kew, the Soil Association, 
Plant Heritage and distributors such as Tozer, 
Thompson & Morgan and Suttons.

Stakeholders generally were critical of the 
proposed legislation. There were particular 
concerns about the definition of terms such as 
“variety”, and the requirement for registration 
of varieties through “officially recognised 
descriptions”. The registration process was 
seen as potentially costly, with the burden 
falling mostly on a few businesses. There 
would also be complications for nurseries 
that hold National Plant Collections and act 
as gene banks, but use those gene banks to 
support their businesses.

The plan now is for the stakeholder group 
to meet again in the autumn to discuss the 
provisions in more depth. it is hoped that 
Defra will have completed their “impact 
assessment” and made more progress with 
the Commission on the detail of the text by 
then. n

Under new legislation, all 
plants sold commercially 
would need to be officially 
registered and described. 
At present, RHS Plant 
Finder alone lists more 
than 70,000 plants.
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Top. Narcissus bulbocodium 
(hoop petticoat daffodil), 
the subject of RHS-funded 
Kálmán Könyves’ research. 
Perhaps surprisingly, the 
daffodil is the official flower 
of New York City. Bottom. Paul 
Alexander (Principal Scientist, 
Plant Soil Interactions), 
who recently gave two 
presentations at the ISHS 
symposium in Leiden.

For more information:
► johndavid@rhs.org.uk; andrewsalisbury@rhs.org.uk
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sharing expertise & knowledge n issue 17

Bee and pollinator 
action plan announced
Senior entomologist Andrew Salisbury 
recently participated in the Bee Action 
Plan Summit held at the Royal College of 
Physicians in london. 

The event, organised by Friends of the earth 
in collaboration with the Women’s institute, 
The Co-operative and Waitrose, called for 
government action on pollinator decline. 
Following a bee-themed breakfast, short 
presentations were given by the organisers 
outlining the importance of pollinators 
and current steps to halt pollinator decline. 
Final speaker lord de Mauley, under-
Secretary of State for the environment at 
Defra, announced that the Government 
would launch an urgent review of current 
policy, evidence and civil society action on 
pollinators, which will form the basis of a 
national pollinator strategy. Defra will be 
organising workshops from September 
this year and expects to have a strategy in 
place by spring 2014. 

The full text of lord de Mauley’s speech 
can be found at www.gov.uk/government/
speeches/bee-health-lord-de-mauley-at-
friends-of-the-earth-conference.

Below. Bombus pascuorum (common carder 

bee) on Nepeta racemosa ‘Walker’s Low’.

Brand new start for 
Narcissus in New York
in early july Chief Scientist John David 
attended the Fifth Monocots Conference 
at the New york Botanical Gardens. This 
was the first time the RHS had participated 
in the Monocots conferences.

john chaired a session on the genus 
Narcissus which included presentations 
from researchers in Canada, Spain and the 
uK. Amongst the latter was a presentation 
by Kálmán Könyves, the RHS-funded PhD 
student who has been studying the hoop 
petticoat daffodils (Section Bulbocodium). 
The aim of the session was to increase 
interest in the taxonomy and conservation 
of the genus, and find new collaborators 
to contribute towards a long overdue 
monograph on Narcissus. The proposal to 
hold the session on Narcissus was made 
by the RHS, not only because of its current 
interest in the genus, but also reflecting 
the Society’s longstanding involvement in 
Narcissus classification.
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paul alexaNder receNtly atteNded 
the ISHS International Symposium on 
Growing Media and Soilless Cultivation 
in Leiden (June 17–21). Paul gave two 
presentations and led a debate session 
on whether growing media should be 
locally or globally produced. The first 
presentation reported on RHS research 
on plant irrigation, while the second 
explained RHS work to support the 
UK horticultural industry and Defra in 
identifying sustainable growing media.

www.gov.uk/government/speeches/bee-health-lord-de-mauley-at-friends-of-the-earth-conference
www.gov.uk/government/speeches/bee-health-lord-de-mauley-at-friends-of-the-earth-conference
www.gov.uk/government/speeches/bee-health-lord-de-mauley-at-friends-of-the-earth-conference
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► johndavid@rhs.org.uk
► press.rhs.org.uk/RHS-Science-and-Advice/Press-releases

Hanburyana Vol. 7, which 
has just been published 
by the RHS Science Dept, 
includes several proposals 
to amend the ICNCP as 
well as papers on the 
Korean willow-leaved 
spicebush, Magnolia 
× pruhoniciana, and a 
new hybrid in Cytisus. 
The volume contains 
contributions from the 
Science Dept’s James 
Armitage, Dawn Edwards, 
Alan Leslie and Julian 
Shaw, as well as papers by 
external authors. To read 
this and earlier volumes, 
click on image or go to the 
RHS website and search 
on “Hanburyana”.

RHS Science: the 
podcast

in february tHe rHs launcHed the 
first of a fortnightly series of 
gardening podcasts on iTunes. 
Described by the Telegraph as 
“new and well-conceived”, the 
podcasts have been hugely 
successful, making it into the 
iTunes Top 10 most listened-to podcasts 
in the UK as well as peaking at number 
one in the UK Games and Hobbies 
podcast charts. Currently, downloads 
are averaging over 45,000 a month. 

Aimed at gardeners of all levels, the 
podcasts provide advice, inspiration and 
practical solutions from RHS staff together 

with guides to countrywide 
garden events and exclusive 
guided tours of the most 
impressive uK public 
gardens. British Airways 
have also commissioned 
four special editions for 
the coming year to form 
part of their in-flight audio 
entertainment programme. 

Science staff featured so far have included 
Advisory’s Tony Dickerson, Plant Health’s 
Liz Beal, and Senior entomologist Andy 
Salisbury (above), whose recent podcasts 
included advice on ants and aphids.

The podcasts can be downloaded free from 
iTunes or accessed via the RHS website.

july 2013 n communications

Recent publications by 
Science staff
Christenhusz, J.M., Govaerts, R., David, J.C. 

et al. (2013). Tiptoe through the tulips – 

cultural history, molecular phylogenetics and 

classification of Tulipa (liliaceae). Botanical 

Journal of the Linnean Society 172: 280–328.

Donald, D.R. (2013). Registrations of Clematis 

in 2012. Clematis International. 2013: 8–31.

Fantozzi, F., Monaci, F., Blanusa, T., 

Bargagli, R. (2013). Ozone and nitrogen 

dioxide concentrations in a Holm oak urban 

park and an adjacent open area in Siena. in: 

Air Pollution XXI. Southampton: WiT Press.

Shaw, J.M.H. (2013). New Orchid Hybrids 

in the Phalaenopsis Group, Feb–May 2013. 

Phalaenopsis Journal 23(2): 23–27.

Shaw, J.M.H. (2013). Changes to Vandeae 

accepted. The Orchid Review 121(1302): 73.

RHS Science in the media

•	 April 10, BBC Radio 4. A report from 
RHS Wisley on climate change and how 
gardeners can get involved with the 
RHS / Reading university survey. 

•	 April 14, BBC1, Countryfile. john David 
on careers in horticulture, and liz Beal on 
plant pathology and the green skills gap.

•	 May 5, Sunday Times. Andrew 
Salisbury on the possible source of 
the threat to Britain’s trees from oak 
processionary moth.

•	 June 7, Which? Gardening. Native vs 
non-native plants, citing the RHS Plants 
for Bugs project.

•	 July, BBC Gardeners’ World 
magazine.  Head of Science Alistair 
Griffiths explains why people should be 
concerned about the bumblebee.

https://itunes.apple.com/gb/podcast/the-rhs-gardening-podcast/id605769651
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/podcast/the-rhs-gardening-podcast/id605769651
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b01s1psf
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